[The Dual Nature of the Electrical Signals of the Brain (Electrical and Electrochemical) Which Were Recorded With the Help Polarizable Electrodes From Inert Metals].
In the modern neurophysiology opinion was confirmed that the electrical signals of the brain in the frequency band from DC to electroencephalogram recorded with metallic conductors of inert metal implanted in the brain are formed solely by changes in the electric field of the brain. This paper presents a review of the literature and our own data, according to which the formation of these signals involves two factors. One factor is a change in the charge of the electric double layer electrode having a capacitor property and change the value of its charge with changes in the electric field volume conductor--the brain. Another factor is an electrochemical signal is defined by local changes in the redox potential (E) neuronal-glial populations surrounding the electrode. The paper provides an overviews the electrical and electrochemical properties of the electrodes of the inert metals used in electrophysiology. It is shown that each of these factors has the characteristic parameters over time and amplitude. The data of own studies of local changes in E cortex accompanying brain's response to the implantation of electrodes in the brain's cortex, the natural behavior of animals in the wake-sleep, integrative brain function and effect of pharmacological agents. These results give evidence of the highly informative study of local changes in brain E in order to study energy metabolism in the brain of waking animals, and lay the foundation for the study of local changes in brain energy metabolism in free animal behavior.